Importance of snow and glacier meltwater for agriculture on
the Indo-Gangetic Plain

Supplementary Methods
We use a coupled cryosphere-hydrology-crop model to analyse the spatial and temporal links
between water supply generated upstream and crop specific water demand for agriculture in the
downstream plains.
Mountain hydrology, snow and glacier melt
The hydrology in the upstream mountainous parts of the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra Basins is
simulated using the physically-based fully distributed Spatial Processes in HYdrology (SPHY)
cryospheric-hydrological model 1. This model is the state-of-the-art for the simulation of cryospherichydrological processes at large river basins scale in Asia and has been applied in the upper Indus,
Ganges and Brahmaputra basins in previous work 2,3. SPHY has been specifically developed for
application at large river basin scale under data scarce conditions. The setup used in this study is
discussed in 3.
In this study, the model runs at 5x5 km spatial resolution and at a daily time step. Daily discharge is
simulated by a) calculating total runoff for each grid cell as the sum of four different components:
glacier runoff, snow runoff, rainfall runoff (i.e. the sum of surface runoff and lateral flow), and
baseflow, and b) routing the total runoff and its components downstream, using a simplified routing
scheme that requires a digital elevation model (DEM) and a recession coefficient. The total runoff
(QTOT) is calculated for each time step:
𝑄𝑇𝑂𝑇 = 𝑄𝐺𝑀 + 𝑄𝑆𝑀 + 𝑄𝑅𝑅 + 𝑄𝐵𝐹
where QGM is glacier-melt runoff, QSM is snow-melt runoff, QRR is rainfall runoff, and QBF is baseflow.
For the estimation of the contribution of snow and glacier melt to runoff, sub-grid variability (i.e. on
100 x 100 m resolution) is taken into account. The sub-grid variability is determined by a fractional
ice cover ranging between 0 (no ice cover) and 1 (complete ice cover) which is assigned to each 5x5
km model grid cell. For each glacier, or a part thereof, within a 5x5 km model grid cell, glacier
information is added: glacier mean elevation, initial ice-thickness, and the type of glacier (i.e. debrisfree or debris-covered). The type of glacier is determined based on thresholds for slope and
elevation 4. Initial ice thicknesses are estimated according to the GlabTop2 methodology 5. Glacier
melt is calculated according to a degree-day approach 6, where different factors are applied on
debris-free and debris-covered glaciers. The produced meltwater is subsequently subdivided over
the surface runoff and baseflow pathways by a calibrated glacier runoff fraction. Changes in the
fractional glacier cover in response to changes in temperature and precipitation are taken into
account using a mass conserving algorithm for ice redistribution.
Snow accumulation is modelled based on the daily precipitation and temperature threshold to
distinguish between rain and snow. Snow melt is simulated using the degree-day approach of Hock 6
and sublimation is estimated a simple elevation-dependent potential sublimation function 7. The
snow module incorporates refreezing and water storage in the snow pack. If the liquid storage in the

snow pack exceeds the threshold, snow runoff is generated. The liquid and dry snow storage is
updated daily and the result of all in and outgoing fluxes. Rainfall-runoff is calculated as saturation
excess runoff. For the root zone layer the actual evapotranspiration is calculated using the Modified
Hargreaves reference evapotranspiration equation 8 and a land use dependent crop coefficient.
Lateral flow of water in the soil between cells, exchange of water between soil layers and the
groundwater reservoir through percolation and capillary rise, as well as the release of baseflow from
the groundwater reservoir are simulated as described in Terink et al 1.
Downstream hydrology, irrigation water demand and supply
For the simulation of downstream water availability, agricultural water demand and crop production
we use the Lund Potsdam Jena managed Land model (LPJmL) 9. LPJmL simulates the coupled
hydrology and carbon cycles, which makes it a very suitable tool to study the interactions between
water availability and food production 10.
LPJmL simulates the daily water balance at sub-grid scale. Water enters the grid cell through
precipitation or irrigation and is first diverted into direct surface runoff and infiltration into the soil.
Subsequently, the water percolates through 5 soil layers of variable thickness, or enters the river
system as subsurface runoff when soil water content exceeds saturation. In addition, water leaves
the soil by evaporation from the upper 20 cm soil layer, or via transpiration by natural vegetation or
crops from the first 2 soil layers 11. The generated runoff enters the river system, through which it
flows with a constant flow velocity of 1 m/s 12. The effect of large reservoirs on streamflow and
water supply for irrigation is simulated by a simple generic reservoir operation scheme, in which
different operating rules are implemented for irrigation reservoirs and reservoirs with other
purposes 13. The majority of the reservoirs in the Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra Rivers and the rest of
India, are built to store and supply water for irrigation. Although all those reservoirs have their own
individual operation schemes, this information is often not accessible. Outflow regimes are therefore
defined based on the size of the reservoir and the main purpose of the reservoir. Command areas of
irrigation reservoirs are assigned based on elevation and distance to the reservoir as in Biemans et al.
(2011)13.
Irrigation occurs between the sowing and harvesting of irrigated crops. Crop specific daily irrigation
demand is calculated as the minimum amount of water needed to fill the upper soil to field capacity
and the amount needed to fulfil the atmospheric demand. Subsequently, the withdrawal demand is
calculated by accounting for losses during conveyance, distribution, and application of water,
depending on the type of irrigation system installed (surface, sprinkler or drip) and the soil type of
the irrigated cell. We assume that all irrigated cropland in the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra Basins
is sustained by surface irrigation systems 14. The irrigation module is described in detail by Jägermeyr
et al 15.
Irrigation water is withdrawn from surface water first. This is the water available in the river and
natural lakes of the cell where the irrigated cropland is located, a neighbouring cell or available
through the extensive canal systems of the Indus and Ganges Basins (see below). If an artificial

reservoir with irrigation supply purpose is in reach of the irrigated fields, water can also be
withdrawn from those reservoirs 13. If the irrigation withdrawal cannot be fulfilled by the available
surface water, water is withdrawn from groundwater, leading to depletion when withdrawal exceeds
recharge (see below).
Rain fed and irrigated crop growth is simulated based on daily assimilation of carbon in four pools:
leaves, stems, roots and harvestable storage organs. The amount of carbon allocated to those pools
depends on crop phenology and is adjusted in case of water stress on the plants. Crops are
harvested when either maturity or the maximum number of growing days is reached 16,17.
Water resources availability and demand in South Asia are to a large extent governed by processes
that are not accounted for in the global version of LPJmL 9. To improve our understanding of the
specific processes leading to water stress in this region, we have made a few adjustments to the
original version of the model.
Important processes in mountain hydrology, such as glacier and snow accumulation and melt, and
variable flow velocity due to different slopes, are not well represented in LPJmL. At the same time,
large scale irrigation is not a dominating process in the hydrology in the mountains. Therefore, the
upstream hydrology is simulated by the SPHY model (see above) 1. To establish the coupling between
the upstream domain simulated by SPHY and the downstream domain simulated by LPJmL, the
mountain region is excluded from the LPJmL simulations and daily discharges of 27 sub-catchments
of the upper Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra are fed into LPJmL at the corresponding inlet points
(see also Wijngaard et al., 2018). This coupling allows us to investigate where and when water that is
generated upstream is important for the downstream water supply.
Besides a better simulation of the timing of water availability, we have improved the temporal
representation of water demand by introducing double cropping with crop specific, monsoon
dependent sowing dates in the LPJmL model 18. This explicit representation of water demand timing
improves our understanding of which crops need water when, and the water source they depend on.
Moreover, we have improved our simulations of water demand compared to the previous version by
explicitly accounting for the cultivation of cotton, which is particularly important in Pakistan.
Large parts of the floodplains of the Indus, Ganges and –to a lesser extent- the Brahmaputra river
basins are equipped with an extensive system of irrigation canals, that deliver water to large
command areas and can transport water over hundreds of kilometres. We added a representation of
those canal systems in LPJmL to be able to simulate this important means of water supply. First, the
most important irrigation canal systems in the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins were
mapped, and subsequently connected to corresponding command area inlet points at the main river.
We simulate extraction of irrigation water from the main inlet points of the canal system and supply
to the corresponding irrigated fields in the command area downstream.
Another important source of supply for irrigation in South Asia is groundwater. We have introduced
a simple groundwater module in LPJmL to be able to estimate depletion rates. A groundwater store
in each cell is filled by daily groundwater recharge, which equals the water percolating through the

lower soil layer. Subsequently, this groundwater can be extracted for irrigation if surface water is
insufficiently available. Next to that, the groundwater is contributing to base flow. A linear reservoir
algorithm with an average residence time of 100 days controls the base flow of the grid cell as in 19.
When long term groundwater withdrawals exceed the recharge, groundwater tables drop too far to
contribute to base flow, withdrawals are unsustainable and lead to depletion as in 20.
LPJmL crop yields for the most important food crops were calibrated against subnational (for India
and Pakistan) agricultural statistics as in Biemans et al (2016)18 (see below).
Finally, we have increased the spatial resolution of the simulations to 5 minutes grid cells (around
8*8 kilometres), which leads to a better delineation of sub-basins and more detailed representation
of soil types, land use, state boundaries and canal systems.
Input data
Climate data
LPJmL is forced with daily mean air temperature, precipitation, long and shortwave radiation. A 1000
year spin up run forced by a climate dataset developed by applying the Watch Forcing Data
methodology to the ERA-Interim Reanalysis data (WFDEI) 21 is used to bring the carbon pools in
equilibrium. Subsequently, the model is forced with the recently developed reference climate
dataset for the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins 22. This forcing dataset is based on the
WFDEI data set, but is downscaled to 5 x 5 km resolution for the upstream basins and 10 x 10 km for
the downstream basins using high resolution elevation data. For the upstream basins an additional
correction for the underestimation of high-altitude precipitation has been incorporated using glacier
mass balance data as a proxy to estimate actual precipitation amounts 23,24. To run LPJmL, the
dataset has been re-gridded to a 5 min regular lat-lon resolution.
SPHY is forced with daily precipitation, mean, maximum and minimum air temperature from the
same reference climate dataset.
Soil
The soil data for LPJmL was derived from the Harmonized World Soil Database 25, from which we
used the 13 classes of the USDA texture classes. The original data was re-gridded to a 5 minute
resolution, based on a majority rule.
For the SPHY-model, soil information is derived from HiHydroSoil 26, which is a high-resolution map
of hydraulic properties, derived from the Harmonized World Soil Database 25 using pedo-transfer
functions.
Landuse
For LPJmL, gridded fractions of 12 rain fed and irrigated crops for the kharif and rabi seasons are
derived from MIRCA2000 27 as in Biemans et al.(2016) 18, but not aggregated to 30 minute
resolution. Moreover, we have added cotton as an explicit crop growing during the early kharif

season, rather than simulating big areas covered with cotton as perennial other crops. Especially in
the Indus basin, irrigated cotton has a large share in the total irrigation water withdrawal.
Supplementary figure 3 shows distributions of four of the most important crops.
Land use classes in the SPHY model are taken from GlobCover, resampled to 5x5 km resolution 28.
Glaciers
Glacier outlines for the SPHY model are derived from the Randolph Glacier Inventory v5.0 29 and are
gridded to a 100x100 m grid. The glaciers are intersected with the model grid and for each glacier –
model grid cell combination a unique ID, a debris flag and the elevation is assigned.
Sowing dates
Sowing dates are implemented as in Biemans et al. (2016) 18. Kharif crops are assumed to be sown 5
days after the onset of the monsoon, and therefore depend on the location. An exception is made
for cotton, which is sown in April in the whole region except for the Punjab region in Pakistan, where
it is sown on the 1st of May 27. Rabi crops are sown on the 1st of November in the whole region.
Drainage
The drainage direction of rivers is derived from the HYDROshedS global database 30 for both SPHY
and LPJmL. For the downstream model (LPJmL) we used the 5 minute version of the drainage
direction map, which is available from the authors (Lehner, personal communication).
Reservoirs and elevation
Human built reservoirs alter the natural flow regime of a river. The effect on streamflow depends on
the size of the reservoir behind the dam, as well as the purpose of the dam. Some dams are built
purely to supply irrigated areas, others are built generate hydropower, and some dams have multiple
purposes at the same time. Data on the location, purpose and capacity of dams is taken from the
Global Reservoirs and Dams database (GRanD), which is the most comprehensive geographically
referenced database available at global scale 31. Reservoir operation rules are implemented as in
Biemans et al. (2011) 13.
Model performance
Discharge
The upstream model is calibrated and validated using a two-step systematic approach. In this
approach, first model parameters related to glacier and snow processes are calibrated to MODIS
remote sensing snow cover 32 and geodetic glacier mass balance data. Secondly, remaining model
parameters are calibrated to observed discharge, at six gauging locations; two in each river basin.
With this two-step approach, equifinality problems common for the simulation of high mountain
hydrology are minimized 33. The model performance is validated at the same locations, for other
periods than the calibration. A comparison of simulated and observed monthly discharge (multi-year

averages covering the full calibration and validation periods) is shown for the three most
downstream locations (Besham Qila in the Indus, Devghat in the Ganges, Sunkosh in the
Brahmaputra), covering the largest part of the SPHY model domain, in supplementary figure 4. The
calibration/validation approach and results are described in detail in Wijngaard et al. 3. The
performance of the coupled SPHY-LPJmL model in simulating discharge is validated at three
downstream gauging locations, close to the outlets of the three river basins (Kotri barrage in the
Indus, Hardinge Bridge in the Ganges, and Bahadurabad in the Brahmaputra, supplementary table 1).
Locations close to the station outlets have been selected to cover effects of human impacts such as
flow alterations through reservoir operations and water withdrawals (for locations of the
downstream stations, see figure 1 of the main article). A comparison of simulated and observed
monthly discharge (multi-year averages) is shown in supplementary figure 4.
For the majority of stations, the model performance is satisfactory to very good with Nash-Sutcliffe
Efficiencies 34 above 0.6 and up to 0.83, and biases below ±25% 35 (supplementary table 1).
Exceptions are the location Kotri Barrage, where model performance is unsatisfactory, and the 34%
bias at Hardinge bridge is also considerable. The poorer model performance at Kotri Barrage
suggests losses from the river (water abstraction for irrigation, evaporation and infiltration) are
underestimated. We estimate river infiltration and evaporation cannot explain the difference. At the
same time, the simulated irrigation water withdrawals in Pakistan is higher than most other
estimates18. We chose to keep water withdrawal estimates as close as possible to other estimates.
Crop yields
Crop yields have been calibrated against subnational agricultural statistics for the years 2003-2008
(figure S5). The calibration is done by varying three coupled parameters that represent management
intensity: maximum leaf area index, maximum harvest index and a parameter to scale leaf-level
biomass production to grid level. Applying a sub-national calibration of crop yields, allows for a
representation of spatial heterogeneity in crop yields as a result of different management practices,
in addition to the variations caused by differences in climate. The subnational calibration is described
in more detail in Biemans et al. (2016)18. In the current study however, we have added cotton, and
merged the kharif and rabi yields into one single value for calibration.
Caloric content of crops are taken from food composition tables provided by FAO 36.

Modelling protocol
To distinguish irrigation water supply originating from the mountains, and subsequently from snow
and glacier melt, as well as to relate crop yields to the different water sources, we have made a
series of simulations in which we switched off different sources of water supply:
1. A simulation where only surface water can be used for irrigation, assuming there is no water
supply from the upstream mountains. Only the surface water generated in the plains can be
used for irrigation.

2. A simulation where all the downstream and the upstream surface water from base flow and
rainfall runoff can be used for irrigation.
3. A simulation where all downstream and upstream generated surface water, including snow
and glacier melt can be used for irrigation.
4. A simulation with irrigation supply from surface water and groundwater, assuming that
groundwater is only applied when surface water is not available. In this simulation
groundwater supply is not restricted, but will lead to depletion when groundwater
withdrawal is larger than the groundwater recharge.
The model system is run for 1981-2010 at a daily time step.
The difference between run 2 and 3 determines the volumes of irrigation water withdrawal and crop
yields that can be fully attributed to snow and glacier melt. Similarly, the difference between run 1
and 3 shows the water supply and related crop yields that can be related to water originating from
the mountains. Run 4 is used to estimate total water withdrawal and crop yields, using all water
sources in conjunction.

Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1. Mean climate of the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra basins (1981-2010). A) Spatial variability in
mean annual temperature (A), spatial variability in mean annual precipitation (B), mean annual cycles of temperature (CE) and mean monthly precipitation (F-H) in the mountains and plains for the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra basins
respectively. Delineation of mountains and plains is indicated in panels A and B. Climate data from Lutz and Immerzeel 22

Supplementary Figure 2. Crop specific green and blue water consumption in irrigated agriculture. Mean annual green and
blue water (meltwater and other blue water) consumption for the 4 most consuming irrigated crops per basin (upper
panels) and daily mean blue and green water consumption for those crops (lower panels).

Supplementary Figure 3. Sown area of wheat, rice, cotton and sugarcane as percentage of the grid cell area. Other crops
are included but not shown.

Supplementary Figure 4. Observed and simulated discharge at six locations in the model domain. Graphs show multi-year
monthly averaged values for 2000-2008 (Besham Qila), 2000-2009 (Devghat), 1998-2008 (Sunkosh), 1981-2003 (Kotri
Barrage), 2001-2010 (Hardinge Bridge), 1981-2008 (Bahadurabad). Periods were selected based on data availability.

Supplementary Figure 5. Observed vs. simulated (calibrated) crop yields for the most important crops in tons of fresh
matter per hectare (T FM ha-1). Each dot represents one state (India), province (Pakistan) or country (Nepal, Bangladesh).
Size of the circle represents the relative area under that crop in the respective administrative unit.

Supplementary Figure 6. Mean annual groundwater depletion (mm) in the plains due to groundwater extractions for
irrigation. Dotted polygons represent the command areas of the large scale irrigation canal systems through which water
from the main river is diverted and distributed

Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1. Model performance indicators at six calibration/validation locations.
Kotri
Barrage
(lower

Hardinge
Bridge
(lower

Indus)+

Ganges)+

89.91E, 27.48N

68.29E,
25.30N

89.04E,
24.06N

89.70E, 25.13N

2000-2009

1998-2008

1981-2003

2001-2010

1981-2008

0.66

0.84

0.71

-0.47

0.74

0.63

Bias (%)

-6.7

1.9

12.4

237.0

33.9

5.1

Pearson’s R
(-)

0.89

0.91

0.90

0.70

0.91

0.95

Besham
Qila (upper
Indus)*

Devghat
(upper
Ganges)*

Sunkosh (upper
Brahmaputra)*

72.87E,
34.91N

84.44E,
27.71N

Period for
calculation
of
performance
indicators

2000-2008

NashSutcliffe
Efficiency (-)

Location
(lon,lat)

*Efficiencies calculated with daily values of observed and simulated discharge
+
Efficiencies calculated with monthly values of observed and simulated discharge

Bahadurabad
(lower
Brahmaputra)+

Supplementary Table 2. Total mean annual production of major crops (in MT Fresh Matter) in the three basins and the fraction of their yields that can be attributed to water
originating from snow- and glacier-melt. Numbers are based on calibrated yields (supplementary figure 5) and validated crop areas (Biemans et al, 2016) at subnational scale.

Total production of crops per basin
production
(MT FM)
INDUS
Wheat
Rice
Maize
Tropical Cereals
Pulses
Temperate Roots and other
perennial
Tropical Roots
Cotton
Oilcrops
Sugarcane
TOTAL
GANGES
Wheat
Rice
Maize
Tropical Cereals
Pulses
Temperate Roots and other
perennial
Tropical Roots
Cotton

caloric content
(109 kcal)

people fed
(million)

Production of crops attributed to meltwater
per basin
melt
production
caloric content people fed
(%)
(109 kcal)
(million)

45.8
19.0
2.2
2.8
1.6

150239.2
53081.8
7889.8
9678.5
5450.7

171.5
60.6
9.0
11.0
6.2

9.1
15.4
2.8
3.5
15.0

13635.2
8150.1
219.0
340.9
817.8

15.6
9.3
0.2
0.4
0.9

25.9
5.4
3.8
0.0
53.2

18102.5
5892.5
0.0
9029.3
15948.9
275313.2

20.7
6.7
0.0
10.3
18.2
3.14E+02

13.6
20.1
27.5
6.6
16.9

2457.4
1184.6
0.0
891.9
2690.0
30386.8

2.8
1.4
0.0
1.0
3.1
34.7

41.4
26.1
5.6
4.4
5.5

135964.7
73160.0
19924.3
15195.2
18887.6

155.2
83.5
22.7
17.3
21.6

0.4
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1

480.6
95.6
6.4
17.6
18.5

0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

8.8
52.6
0.5

6149.3
57361.4
0.0

7.0
65.5
0.0

0.4
0.1
2.8

23.9
55.8
0.0

0.0
0.1
0.0

Oilcrops
Sugarcane
TOTAL
BRAHMAPUTRA
Wheat
Rice
Maize
Tropical Cereals
Pulses
Temperate Roots and other
perennial
Tropical Roots
Cotton
Oilcrops
Sugarcane
TOTAL

3.9
102.7

11949.4
30810.0
369401.9

13.6
35.2
4.22E+02

0.1
6.5

4.0
1995.1
2697.6

0.0
2.3
3.1

0.6
8.7
0.1
0.1
0.3

2105.9
24265.1
302.3
409.8
1059.6

2.4
27.7
0.3
0.5
1.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.1
11.1
0.0
0.4
2.3

799.0
12086.1
0.0
1956.9
694.9
43679.5

0.9
13.8
0.0
2.2
0.8
4.99E+01

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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